
Walk Out

Mavado

Walk out, walk, walk, walk out yeah
Dance out rude boy, yeah me
Walk out, walk, walk, walk out yeah

Gimme a gyal with di oss and a gyal 

Gimme a gyal with di style
I know not them da fiago
And tell a gyal full of antiquity
Gyal a fragile and delicate
Never get the shelly gyal so delicate
And I must know you celibate
You never broke you never wanna go
Gyal a one gyal a keep the one I know
Ya never soak ya never saw it all
Walk out a gyal, walk out
Any motive a tight gyal walk out
Who was the friends on

Yall cocky top and then you ruins up mi tempo
Girl them ...see you on
Like they don't want see you on speak
Be blow cleaf me off and then got twit
Move your bodies...

You know every man I talk inna di sea
We are to walk in every man a walk shit
Sever to sever so I feed up on the shit
Move your tongue and now your upper body
Don't it got to in everything I got it
You are the oil for no piece
Walk out a gyal walk out
Any mobile a tight gyal walk out
Mobile tight girl

Mobile tight girl pours in your friends girl
Inna di leave cause closing yo friends girl
You cocky top and then it ruins up mi tempo
Gimme a gyal with off and a gyal who
Gimme a gyal with asylum
I know not them my fiago
And tell a gyal full of antiquity
Gyal a fragile and delicate
Never get the shelly gyal so delicate
And I must know you celibate
You never broke you never wanna go
Gyal a one gyal a keep the one I know
Ya never soak ya never saw it all
Walk out a gyal, walk out
Any motive a tight gyal walk out
Who was the friends on
Yall cocky top and then you ruins up mi tempo
Girl them ...see you on
Like they don't want see you on speak
Be blow cleaf me off and then got twit
Move your bodies...
You know every man I talk inna di sea
We are to walk in every man a walk shit
Sever to sever so I feed up on the shit



Move your tongue and now your upper body
Don't it got to in everything I got it
You are the oil for no piece
Walk out a gyal walk out
Any mobile a tight gyal walk out
Mobile tight girl
Mobile tight girl pours in your friends girl
Inna di leave cause closing yo friends girl
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